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Natural hazards result in major losses in European mountain regions and beyond. These losses result from the
effects of climate change as well as from an increase of values exposed. Yet, the factors influencing exposure
and therefore losses, i.e. vulnerability, have gained less attention to date. Vulnerability is defined as the degree
of loss resulting from the impact on elements at risk, such as buildings located on torrential fans. Recent studies
have focused on evaluating vulnerability to dynamic flooding in European mountain regions using proxies from
individual case studies and based on an empirical ex-post approach. However, the transferability to other case
studies and therefore the ability of such models to actually predict future losses is debatable. Consequently, an
overview on physical vulnerability in mountain catchments is needed, which effectively addresses a knowledge
gap about whether vulnerability is hazard-dependent. In this study, we present a model based on loss data from
several torrential events in Austria, Switzerland and Italy, which clearly show that a single vulnerability function is
sufficient to predict losses and to provide probabilities of destruction under specific hazard magnitudes. The model
results confirm that vulnerability curves are transferable and significantly increases the predictive power of risk
analyses.
While earlier attempts were only focused on representing the mean degree of loss for different process magnitudes
observed, our approach allows risk managers to model future losses as a function of possible impacts due to the
deposition of material (and water) on the building envelope. Additionally, the model considers the probability of no
loss and the complete destruction of affected buildings. Due to its predictive power, the approach may be applied
in operational risk management and also in areas were empirical data is currently not available.


